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ripen very quickly, sometimes in less than 2 to 3 days. Their 
green skins may turn a bit brownish, which is fine, but don’t 
let them get squishy-soft. Once they are ripe, they can be 
stored in the refrigerator for 4 to 5 days.

Trimming & Cleaning
Cherimoyas are pretty easy to eat; simply cut them in half 
lengthwise and scoop the silky white flesh into your mouth 
for immediate and satisfying gratification. Or peel off the 
green skins and cut the flesh into cubes, making sure to 
remove the inedible black seeds.

Chinese Broccoli
Selection
Choose specimens that are firm and fresh looking, with 
no signs of wilting, yellowing, sliminess, or stinkiness. The 
flower buds should be mostly unopened, and the stalks 
should be fairly thin and very crisp, with no overly fibrous 
white core showing at the base of the cut stems.

Storage
Store Chinese broccoli unwashed and wrapped in slightly 
damp paper towels in a perforated bag in the coldest part of 
the refrigerator. It will keep for up to 1 week.

Trimming & Cleaning
Rinse the stalks well to dislodge any insects or dirt, or 
immerse in a sinkful of water and swish vigorously. The stalks 
may need to be peeled if they are very thick.

Chives
Selection
Choose chives that look fresh and plump, with no signs of 
wilting, yellowing, or other discoloration. Thicker-tubed 
leaves tend to be more fibrous than smaller ones.

Storage
Chives that are unwashed and tightly wrapped in a plastic bag 
will keep for up to 1 week in the refrigerator vegetable crisper.

Chinese Broccoli Identification

Do not confuse Chinese 

broccoli (pictured below) with 

broccoli rapini or broccoli raab, 

with which it is sometimes 

mislabeled; the three of them 

are entirely different vegetables.
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Trimming & Cleaning
Rinse quickly and gently pat dry to avoid bruising the tender 
leaves. The easiest way to chop them finely is to gather up a whole 
bunch of stems, slightly twist them together tightly lengthwise, 
and snip them with a pair of kitchen scissors.

Cilantro
Selection
Look for very fresh bunches, with no signs of bruising, yellowing, 
or sliminess.

Storage
Handle cilantro carefully, for its leaves wilt and bruise easily. 
Cilantro is often bunched, with the root ends conveniently close 
together. If the roots are still attached, you can place your cilantro 
bouquet in a small glass of water, cover it loosely with plastic, 
and store it in the refrigerator or on your countertop at room 
temperature. If you change the water every few days, your cilantro 
should last for up to 2 weeks.

Alternatively, if you can’t store it this way, cilantro will 
keep better if it is washed and dried right away after purchase; 
otherwise it tends to rot and turn yellow rather quickly. When 
you get your cilantro home, immediately free it from the bonds of 
its tight wire or rubber-band binding.

Cilantro’s finely notched leaves can conceal plenty of sand, 
soil, and insects, so it is best to wash it just like you would spinach. 
Fill a big sink or bowl full of cold water and completely submerge 
the cilantro, swishing vigorously. Remove any questionable 
stems and leaves that are on the edge of decline, and inspect for 
persistent telltale brown grit. Then rinse under cold running 
water, and repeat if necessary. Spin or vigorously shake the 
cilantro dry, then spread it out on a paper towel or two. Roll the 
paper towel loosely and slip the whole bundle into a plastic bag. 

The cilantro will keep for up to 1 week—and it will be clean 
and just slightly damp (perfect!), ready for you when you need to 
grab a lot or a little for cooking.

Trimming & Cleaning
If you have thoroughly washed your cilantro as listed in the 
storage instructions above, you can skip this step. Remove any 
yellow or slimy leaves, give the rest of the leaves a quick rinse 
under running water, and lightly pat dry. The stems can be a bit 
tough and unpleasant to chew, so unless they are being cooked as 
a vegetable on their own (they are great with lamb!), it is best to 
tear the leaves off the stems when using cilantro in dishes.
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Citrus
Selection
In spite of the huge range of citrus varieties, certain principles 
for choosing good specimens always apply. Fruits that are heavy 
for their size are a sure bet, signaling plenty of juice (lightweight 
fruits are often dry and mealy inside). Avoid fruit with obvious 
soft, bruised, or moldy areas.

With oranges, glossy, smoother skins usually indicate thinner 
peels and thus more juicy flesh. Coloration is tricky with oranges, 
which do not have to be orange to be sweet and delicious; in 
fact, oranges in many countries remain entirely green on the 
outside when they are fully ripe, thanks to how climate affects the 
green chlorophyll in the tree and its fruit. Because consumers in 
Europe and America associate green fruit with unripeness, some 
commercially grown oranges are dyed orange.

Lemons should be fully yellow, as green tinges indicate that 
they are not quite ripe. Limes should be uniformly green; a few 
brown spots are harmless, but avoid ones with large brownish 
areas, which may indicate flavor-altering scald.

When selecting both lemons and limes, think about how you 
plan to use them. If you need them immediately, choose ones that 
are softer, even slightly shriveled, as they’ll be juicier. If you don’t 
need the fruits for several days (or if you want the oiliest, most 
pungent zest), choose harder ones with shiny, bumpier skins. 
The lemons or limes can sit for 3 to 5 days at room temperature; 
they’ll soften and build up their juice this way. 

Grapefruit color varies depending on the variety; yellow types 
will be uniformly yellow, and pink or red-fleshed fruits should 
have as yellow skins as possible with slightly rosy blushes.

Storage
Citrus fruits prefer lounging at room temperature; they will keep 
for about 1 week on your countertop, away from sunlight, but 
monitor them for signs of decay, desiccation, or overripening. 
Lemons and limes can be stored in the refrigerator crisper for up 
to 3 to 4 weeks.

Trimming & Cleaning
One of the advantages of citrus is that they come in their own 
handy wrappers; with most of them, you can just wash the fruit 
under cold running water, peel, and eat. In the case of kumquats, 
there’s no need to peel—just wash them and pop the entire fruit 
into your mouth. Citrons are used for their very thick peel and 
not their dry, unappetizing flesh.

Take a little time someday to teach yourself the technique 
of segmenting a citrus fruit. Use a sharp paring knife (a 4-inch 

Citrus Cooking Tip

Lemon or lime juice helps  

prevent the browning that 

naturally occurs when certain 

fruits are cut, such as apples, 

pears, avocados, and bananas. 

Dip these fruits into—or spray 

them with—a mixture of water 

and lemon or lime juice to help 

prevent discoloration, especially 

if the fruit is to be used in salads, 

as garnishes, or on platters.
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blade is ideal) to slice off the ends of the fruit. Cut deep enough 
to expose the orange flesh. Then stand the fruit on one end and 
slice the peel from top to bottom, following the curve of the fruit 
and removing the peel and all of the white pith. Hold the fruit 
in your hand; working over a bowl, use your knife to slice out 
one individual section of orange, leaving the dividing membrane 
behind. Go around and around the fruit, doing the same thing 
until all the sections have been cut away from the membranes. 
Squeeze any pieces that might yield extra juice. You’ll now have 
beautiful, jewel-like slices for eating and garnishing.

Coconuts
Selection
To pick out a good coconut, you must know how you are going 
to use it. If you want refreshing coconut water and the young, 
gelatinous, jelly-like meat, you must buy young, immature, green 
coconuts. Pick them up and shake them vigorously; you should 
hear plenty of sloshing inside, a sign that they may contain at 
least a cup of fluid. They should be heavy for their size.

If you want firm meat for eating or cooking, or to make 
white coconut milk or cream, you will need to choose mature, 
uniformly brown specimens that don’t contain much liquid 
inside; once again, the “slosh” test works well. Avoid coconuts 
with outer gray areas, especially around their eyes.

Regardless of whether you are buying a coconut green or 
mature, examine the condition of the three eyes that are always 
present at one end of the nut. They should be free of mold, 
grayish coloration, and any protrusions. Fresh coconuts should 
always have snow-white meat; coconuts past their prime have a 
yellowish tinge to their flesh.

Storage
If possible, coconuts should be stored at cooler temperatures 
in the pantry, refrigerator, or freezer, as they are quite prone to 
molds and bacteria. Stored this way, whole coconuts will keep for 
2 to 3 weeks in the refrigerator and 6 to 8 months in the freezer. 
Freezing coconuts does change the flesh’s consistency, making it 
softer and easier to handle. A coconut at room temperature will 
keep for only about 1 week.

Dried, shredded coconut should be kept in an airtight 
container (a lidded jar is perfect) in the refrigerator, where it will 
last for 6 to 12 months. Fresh, shelled coconut meat keeps in the 
refrigerator for 4 to 5 days or in the freezer for up to 6 months, 
and coconut milk can be safely stored in the refrigerator for about 
2 days, or in the freezer for up to 2 months.

Citrus Eating Tip

The intense tanginess and 

distinctive flavor of limes 

makes them a good  

salt substitute.
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Trimming & Cleaning
Coconuts are markedly tough to crack; there is a reason why they 
have flourished for centuries, floating on the world’s oceans and 
used by humans on long voyages as conveniently prepackaged 
sources of food and liquid.

To open mature coconuts, it is best to consult one of the 
numerous videos or guides on the Internet (WikiHow has an 
especially good illustrated, step-by-step tutorial), but the basic 
steps are generally a combination of the following: using a 
screwdriver to puncture the single eye (of the three) that is soft; 
loosening the husk by tapping the equator of the coconut with 
a heavy cleaver or machete while holding it over a bowl to catch 
any liquid; then whacking it to crack it open. You can also use a 
hard stone or concrete edge if you don’t have a heavy knife or lack 
the confidence for such potentially dangerous moves.

For green coconuts, you can actually open them with a 
regular paring knife instead of a machete (although the latter 
comes in handy for doing the job faster). YouTube has a great 
video on this detailed process, produced by Okraw  
(www.okraw.com).

Collards
Selection
Collards should be fresh looking, not wilted or yellowing. 
Younger leaves will be more tender and have a milder flavor.

Storage
Collards should not be stored for too long, as their moisture 
content makes them susceptible to rot or wilting. Wrap collards 
in a damp paper towel and store in a perforated plastic bag in the 
refrigerator vegetable crisper. They will keep for up to 1 week. 
Avoid washing them until just before preparation.

Trimming & Cleaning
These greens often host dirt and insects, so they require a 
thorough washing. One of the best ways to tackle them is to fill 
the kitchen sink with water, completely submerge the greens, 
and swish them around several times to dislodge any impurities. 
Drain the greens in a colander, or if they are small, use a salad 
spinner. If the water that drains still looks dirty, repeat the 
washing.

Sturdy greens like collards, kale, and turnip greens have 
tough central stems or ribs that should be removed from the 
leaves before cooking, either by hand or by knife.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxDasy1Rgi8
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Corn
Selection
Try to buy corn with the husk on, and pierce a kernel with a 
fingernail to see what spurts out. If you can puncture the kernel 
easily and a translucent, milky juice emerges, the corn is likely to 
be fresh. If you have a hard time piercing the kernel, and little or 
no juice comes out, pass it up for a better, more youthful ear. Both 
the husks and tassel should be light green and moist, not dried 
out, brown, or mushy.

Storage
Cook your corn promptly; its sugars start converting to starch 
as soon as the ears are picked, although the newer supersweet 
hybrids may retain their sweetness for several days. Always 
refrigerate your corn until you are ready to cook it; this chilling 
slows down the sugar conversion. Keep the husks on to retain 
freshness.

Trimming & Cleaning
If you are preparing the ears for boiling, peel back the husks like a 
banana, pulling off the silks as you go. Then break off the whole kit 
and caboodle along with its stalk as close to the end of the ear as 
possible. You can rinse the ear under running water or wipe it with 
a damp paper towel to help clear off any remaining silks. Corn 
destined for the barbecue grill should stay protected in its husks.

There are so many ways to use fresh, cut-off-the-cob corn 
kernels. After removing the husks and silks, cut the skinny stalk 
as close to the end of the ear as possible. Stand the ear of corn 
on its cut end (it should be pretty flat and stable). Use a sharp 
knife to cut down the length of the ear, slicing off several rows of 
kernels at a time. Rotate the ear until it’s bare. This method works 
equally well with raw or cooked corn.

Cucumbers
Selection
Cucumbers should be uniformly firm with no soft spots or 
shriveled ends. Yellowing cucumbers (except lemon cucumbers) 
may be too old, and large cukes may not have the best flavor. 
Winter is also a problematic time for commercially grown 
cukes—watch out for soft specimens that may have been slightly 
frozen and will deteriorate quickly into mush.

Cucumber Safety Tip

Conventionally grown 

cucumbers are very high in 

pesticide and herbicide residues, 

which are very harmful to 

children, Purchase organic 

cucumbers whenever possible.
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Storage
Supermarket cucumbers are usually coated with a food-grade 
wax that allows them to be stored for about 1 week in the 
refrigerator vegetable crisper. Unwaxed cucumbers should be 
used within a few days.

Trimming & Cleaning
Whether to peel a cucumber depends on your personal 
preference and whether it is waxed or not. Supermarket 
cucumbers usually have a thin, edible wax coating, but if you 
don’t enjoy ingesting unknown substances, you should peel them 
first. An advantage to obtaining unwaxed or organic cucumbers 
is that no peeling is necessary, so you also get the benefit of the 
nutrient-rich skin (in any case, be sure to wash them well before 
consuming).

You may want to peel unwaxed cucumbers anyway if the skin 
is tough or bitter, or if the skin’s presence would detract from its 
texture (such as in thinly sliced cucumbers for tea sandwiches).

Dill
Selection
Dill weed should be bright green and fresh, not wilted or 
yellowish. Avoid slimy, yellowing, or tired-looking dill.

Storage
The leaves wilt quickly upon harvesting, but this will not affect 
their flavor. To store, mist the whole stems lightly with a fine 
spray of water, wrap them loosely in paper towels, place them in 
a plastic bag, and store in your refrigerator crisper drawer. Dill 
should last up to 1 week or longer, although its distinctive flavor 
will fade as it sits.

You can also trim the stems, place them in a glass with an 
inch of cold water, loosely wrap the top with a damp paper towel, 
and place a plastic bag over the herbal bouquet; store it in the 
refrigerator.

Trimming & Cleaning
Dill benefits from a quick rinse under running water. To dry, 
gently roll up the stems in a paper towel. Then snip or trim sprigs 
with a pair of kitchen scissors.

Cucumber Resuscitation

You can revive most of the 

crispness of a wilted cuke by 

soaking it in salted ice water 

for 1 to 2 hours.
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Eggplants
Selection
Choose eggplants that are uniformly firm and heavy for their 
size. Avoid lightweights that have soft spots, signs of shriveling, 
or brown patches on their skins. Smaller eggplants are generally 
much sweeter and less bitter than overly large ones.

Storage
Refrigerate eggplants in a perforated plastic bag in the 
refrigerator vegetable crisper. They do not keep well and should 
be used within a few days.

Trimming & Cleaning
Thoroughly wash the outside of eggplants before slicing, then 
trim off the stem end. The skins are edible, but they may be tough 
on older, larger specimens or white eggplants. You may peel the 
skins before cutting, or, if you are baking the eggplant, scoop the 
flesh out of the shell after cooking.

Some people think that salting and rinsing eggplant slices 
before cooking removes bitterness and makes them more tender. 
The effectiveness of this method is debatable in some circles, and 
it generally applies only to larger, older fruits. If you’d like to try 
this method, slice eggplants into ½-inch-thick rounds, sprinkle 
with salt, and let the slices sit in a colander in the sink for 30 
minutes to “sweat.” Before cooking, rinse the slices briefly under 
running water to remove the salt.

Fennel
Selection
Look for fennel bulbs that are fresh, white, pearly, and plump, 
with no signs of dullness, splitting, brown edges, or shriveling, 
which could indicate soft or pulpy flesh within. Avoid very flat, 
elongated bulbs; these indicate that the plant is starting to bolt 
and will have an inferior flavor and tougher texture.

Specimens with vibrant, unwilted fronds are more likely to be 
extra-fresh, crisp, and juicy—plus, these leaves pack exceptional 
fennel flavor! Bulbs of all sizes are just as tasty, although keep in 
mind that with the prerequisite trimming involved, there’s more 
waste with smaller bulbs.

Eggplant Cooking Tip

Eggplants absorb astonishing  

amounts of oil; baking results 

in fewer calories than frying.
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Storage
Bulb fennel prefers to stay unwashed in a plastic bag in the 
refrigerator vegetable crisper, but not for too long—only 3 to 4 
days at most, as it dries out and loses flavor quickly. The fronds of 
sweet, bronze, and wild fennels, however, will keep much longer—
up to 2 weeks wrapped in plastic in the refrigerator.

Trimming & Cleaning
With bulb fennel, cut off the fronds, if any are present, then 
trim off the stalks and tough outer layers. (Don’t throw away 
these valuable leaves and trimmings—save them for flavoring 
soups and broths, roasting with meats and poultry, and using in 
other dishes.) Leave about ⅛ inch of the root base on to keep the 
vegetable intact during cooking, then rinse thoroughly under 
running water to remove any lodged dirt. Then halve or quarter 
the bulbs for braising or roasting, or cut the raw fennel into long 
slices or diced pieces.

There is a core that in old or overgrown specimens is 
sometimes woody and may need to be removed, but usually it is 
perfectly tender and need not be fretted over.

Figs
Selection
A ripe, plump fig is a most delicate thing—it should be somewhat 
soft and smell fresh and fragrant. They do not ripen after picking. 
Overripe or spoiled figs will have a fermented, rank aroma; 
shriveled specimens should be avoided. The presence of small slits 
or tears in the fruit is not necessarily a bad thing, as long as the 
fruit is fresh and there are no signs of mold around the broken 
skin.

Storage
Fresh figs are extremely perishable and should be kept chilled 
and unwashed in the refrigerator until you’re ready to eat them. 
Even then they should be stored only for a day or two. At room 
temperature, they can start to spoil after only a few hours of 
warmth.

Trimming & Cleaning
If your figs have exceptionally thick skins, you can peel them, but 
most of the time this is unnecessary. Just trim off the tiny bit of 
stem, and wait to wash them until right before eating.
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Flowers (Edible)
Selection
When choosing or foraging flowers for eating, be careful that 
they have not been treated with any sort of harmful pesticides, 
been artificially dyed, or been exposed to pollution or runoff. 
Avoid using commercially grown florist flowers for this purpose 
(they almost always have heavy pesticide residue). Instead either 
grow your own organically or buy them from your CSA farm or 
farmers market (but if you buy from the latter, make sure they are 
safe for eating).

Choose flowers the same way you would choose fresh salad 
mix: They should be fresh and springy, with no traces of slime, 
decay, or wilting. If you harvest your own, pick them early in the 
morning just after the dew has dried; they have the most flavor at 
this time of the day.

Storage
Keep flowers unwashed until you’re ready to use them. They 
are highly perishable and should be used within a day or two of 
buying or picking. If you can’t use them immediately, wrap them 
between two dampened paper towels and store them in a plastic 
bag in the refrigerator.

If you are lucky enough to have cut flowers, trim the stems 
and place them upright in a glass or a vase of water at room 
temperature until you’re ready to use them. They are flowers, after 
all.

Trimming & Cleaning
Flowers are extremely fragile and bruise easily, so keep your 
handling of them to an absolute minimum. Shake them lightly 
and inspect them closely to make sure no insects are lurking or 
debris or dirt is present.

If they need washing, set the loose flowers or petals in a 
colander and run them briefly under the finest, softest spray of 
water possible. Then drain them on kitchen or paper towels and 
allow them to air-dry; do not try to wipe them down, or they will 
bruise.

Depending on the type of flower, you may need to remove the 
stamens, pistils, bits of stem, or bases of the petals (such as with 
roses).

Poisonous Flowers to Avoid

Many common garden blossoms 

are tasty and add wonderful 

colors, textures, and dimension. 

But, it is important to know 

which ones are not safe to eat.

Even many edible flowers 

can cause allergic reactions in 

some people, or should not be 

consumed in large quantities 

because of stomach upsets. 

Flowers to avoid include 

anemone, azalea, begonias, 

buttercup, calla lily, clematis, 

crocus, daffodil, delphinium, 

four o’clock, foxglove, hyacinth, 

iris, jack-in-the-pulpit, jonquil, 

lily of the valley, lobelia, 

marsh marigolds, morning 

glory, mountain laurel, 

oleander, periwinkle, poppies, 

rhododendron, sweet pea, 

trumpet flower, and wisteria.
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Garlic
Selection
Choose bulbs that are fresh, dry, and plump, with unbroken skins. 
Squeeze the bulbs lightly to check that they are firm, with no large 
gaps beneath the skin, which could mean shriveled, dehydrated 
garlic well past its prime. Garlic that is beginning to sprout green 
shoots is still edible, but it is not the most ideal for culinary 
purposes. If you have kids, try planting it in the backyard or in a 
large pot—a fun exercise in gardening!

Storage
Keep garlic in the refrigerator or continue to cure it by storing 
it in a dry, dark, well-ventilated place. Moisture and light will 
trigger the bulb to sprout. Although sprouting garlic is still edible, 
it tends to be bitter and less digestible. Whole garlic bulbs can 
keep from 2 weeks to several months, depending on the variety 
and storage conditions.

They will also keep quite well in a basement, root cellar, 
or other place with the proper cool temperature and lack of 
humidity.

Trimming & Cleaning
Before you can use garlic, you must first separate and peel the 
cloves from the bulb, unless you plan to roast the bulbs whole. To 
peel, place the clove flat side down on a hard surface, then firmly 
press or rock the blade of a wide knife against the clove to split 
the skin. Then you can use either your fingers or a smaller knife 
to peel it off. Sometimes peeling the cloves is easier if the very tips 
from both ends are sliced off.

A word about garlic presses and gadgets: Some work very 
well, and others are a waste of money. If you regularly prepare 
garlic in large quantities, investing in a good-quality press or 
peeler can be worth it. One major caveat: You can’t press garlic 
and then let it sit in the air, waiting for cooking to happen. If you 
do so, its sulfurous gases will go to town and the whole kitchen 
gets stinky.

What does work is to press your cloves directly into your 
sauté pan or other cooking vessel (thus into the warming oil), so 
the pureed garlic doesn’t come into as much contact with the air. 
Likewise, you can press it directly into, say, the vinaigrette you’re 
making, or into hot pasta.

Garlic Safety Tip

Never store raw garlic in oil  

at room temperature; even  

in the refrigerator this is chancy, 

as sulfurous compounds in garlic 

provide ideal conditions for 

breeding botulism, the most 

deadly natural toxin  

known to humans.

However, garlic can be safely 

stored in wine and vinegar  

if refrigerated; the high acid 

content of these mixtures 

prevents the formation of 

botulism.



You’ve just picked up your 
community-supported 

agriculture (CSA) box or lugged 
home the most beautiful 

produce you’ve ever seen  
from the farmers market.  

But now what?

Most of us waste this luscious 
bounty because we don’t know 
how to best store or prep these 
crops once we get them home, 
and they quickly spoil. And you 

can’t treat them all the same.

For instance, did you know fresh 
tomatoes and peaches should 

never be put in the fridge? That 
onions will make potatoes rot 
faster if stored together? That 

the best way to keep herbs fresh  
is to treat them like cut flowers?

From the author of the 
renowned Bounty from the Box: 
The CSA Farm Cookbook comes 
this definitive guide to selecting, 

storing, trimming, and cleaning  
90 of your favorite fruits, 

vegetables, and herbs. It also has 
dozens of valuable safety,  

cooking, and ripening tips. 

Beautifully illustrated with  
full-color photographs that  

help you accurately identify  
each crop, It’s in the Bag— 

or Not! is your newest  
helper in the kitchen.

$7.99 USD
BountyfromtheBox.com

http://www.BountyfromtheBox.com
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